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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Advertising agencies wield great power over public opinion, and prosecutors are increasingly

starting to look at PR ;rms’ role in cases where corporations are accused of serious malfeasance

or fraud. For example, CampaignAsia.com recently reported that:

“Hundreds of new greenwashing-related court cases have increased the pressure on PR

and advertising agencies, as prosecutors begin to widen their net in terms of who should

bear responsibility for the controversial practice ...

Since May 2021, 369 climate-related lawsuits against agencies have been concluded, with

218 of those (58%) ruling against the PR and advertising Krms ... Over the past Kve years

the number of lawsuits relating to the role of PR and advertising in climate change has

doubled. The cases are mainly US-based, but span 39 countries in total.”

Smoke and Mirrors

The data reported by CampaignAsia come from the report,  “Smoke and Mirrors: The Legal Risks of

Fossil Fuel Advertising,” published in May 2022 by a climate-change activist organization called

Clean Creatives.

The report names WPP, IPG, Dentsu, Publicis and Omnicom — four holding companies that in turn

run dozens of individual PR agencies — as being particularly vulnerable to greenwashing lawsuits,

as they all work to improve the public image of fossil fuel clients “while they continue to pollute the

earth.”

According to Clean Creatives director Duncan Meisel, PR companies take “signi;cant reputational,

business and legal risks when they work with fossil fuel companies to spread climate

disinformation,” as their work not only hurts the planet but could also land them in court. Meisel

also warns that ad agencies may be duped themselves by clients who withhold damaging

information, and that such naiveté could end up being costly.

The ESG Scam

Investing in “green” companies has skyrocketed in recent years, but many of these companies

aren’t what they claim to be. According to climate change think tank InUuenceMap, a majority of

“green” equity funds fall short.

Of the 723 funds marketed using Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) claims, more than

half failed to meet the Paris Accord rules on carbon emissions and clean energy, and “more than

70% of the funds with broader ESG goals are also misaligned with global climate targets,” Time

magazine reported.

InUuenceMap noted that BlackRock Inc. — the world’s largest investment ;rm, which has vowed to

make sustainability a core investment strategy — still invests in fossil fuels. The same goes for

other major investment companies.

State Street Corporation, for example, which is the third largest, owns a portion of Marathon

Petroleum and Philips 66 which, according to InUuenceMap, are “two of the world’s most egregious

fossil fuel lobbying companies preventing policy-based climate action.”

Similarly, a May 2021 report  by the Economist concluded some of the largest ESG funds in the

world are “stuffed full of polluters and sin stocks.” According to a 2019 report by the Wall Street

Journal,  “Eight of the 10 biggest U.S. sustainable funds are invested in oil-and-gas companies,

which are regularly slammed by environmental activists.”

Aside from oil and gas, other top ESG investments include tobacco companies and casino

operators,  neither of which is particularly well-known for high ethical standards. In a March 2021

USA Today op-ed, former chief information odcer of sustainable investing for BlackRock, Tariq

Fancy, said the quiet part out loud:

“In truth, sustainable investing boils down to little more than marketing hype, PR spin and

disingenuous promises from the investment community.”

McKinsey & Company Fined for Consulting That Led to Deaths

We’re also seeing a similar trend happening in the drug industry, where ad agencies are starting to

be held to account for the “legal lies”  they spin on behalf of their clients.

For example, in February 2021, McKinsey & Company, a management consultancy ;rm, paid $573

million to settle a case in which they were accused of complicity by giving marketing advice to

manufacturers of opiates — including the maker of Oxycontin, Purdue Pharma — which have killed

more than half a million people.  CampaignAsia writes:

“Lauren Papenhausen, a partner at White & Case, said the McKinsey settlement is

‘particularly noteworthy in that it signals a willingness on the part of the government to

pursue not only manufacturers, but also those who provide them professional services.

While one might view the settlement as unique to the particular context of opioids, it raises

the question of whether governmental concern over particular marketing strategies is a

sign of enforcement efforts to come.’”

A late June 2022 article by Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health also highlighted

obtained litigation documents  showing McKinsey’s role in the opioid epidemic:

“They show how McKinsey advised opioid makers Purdue Pharma, Endo Pharmaceuticals,

Johnson & Johnson and Mallinckrodt to help them increase sales, despite the growing

public outcry over the opioid epidemic ...

Materials include scopes of work, proposals, and invoices; presentations prepared for

internal discussion and for clients (including Purdue Pharma and Endo Pharmaceuticals);

spreadsheets outlining project sta_ng; and emails responding to news about increased

restrictions on opioids.

The collection also houses letters from regulatory agencies, including the U.S. Food and

Drug Administration, in response to new drug applications from opioid manufacturers;

preparation materials for regulatory advisory committee meetings; opioid-related transition

documents for state and federal agencies; and other internal Kles.

‘These documents now form a unique and invaluable public resource to help us

comprehend the magnitude of harm done to the millions of Americans affected by the

opioid crisis,’ said Jeremy Greene, MD, PhD, MA, William H. Welch Professor of Medicine

and the History of Medicine in the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine.

‘More generally, they shine a bright light on the murkier intersections of science, industry,

and Knancial interest that continue to characterize the U.S. health care system’ ...

‘Researchers can leverage these litigation documents to see patterns of industry behavior

that could be regulated to protect public health,’ said Dorie Apollonio, PhD, MPP, a professor

of clinical pharmacy in the UCSF School of Pharmacy. ‘This will be critical to identifying

reforms that can protect against future epidemics like this.’”

McKinsey Played Both Cop and Robber

We recently discovered that the situation is even more corrupt than previously thought. A U.S.

House investigation  into McKinsey, based on materials obtained through the discovery

process of various lawsuits, also revealed McKinsey was advising the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration on the safety of opioids, while at the same time advising drug companies on how to

maximize sales.

In one instance, McKinsey wrote scripts for Purdue to use in its meeting with the FDA to discuss the

safety of OxyContin in pediatric populations. In another, Jeff Smith, a senior McKinsey consultant,

worked on a risk evaluation and mitigation strategy (REMS) for OxyContin while simultaneously

advising the FDA about the drug’s safety.

As noted by investigative journalist Paul Thacker,  “Just think about that for a moment — for years

McKinsey played both cop and robber.” As reported by The New York Times, April 13, 2022:

“Since 2010, at least 22 McKinsey consultants have worked for both Purdue and the FDA,

some at the same time, according to the committee’s 53-page report ...

The Krm provided no evidence to the committee that it had disclosed the potential coneicts

of interest as required under federal contracting rules — an ‘apparent violation,’ the report

said. McKinsey also allowed employees advising Purdue to help shape materials that were

intended for government o_cials and agencies ...

‘Today’s report shows that at the same time the FDA. was relying on McKinsey’s advice to

ensure drug safety and protect American lives, the Krm was also being paid by the very

companies fueling the deadly opioid epidemic to help them avoid tougher regulation of

these dangerous drugs,’ Representative Carolyn Maloney, the New York Democrat who

chairs the committee, said in a statement ...

A bipartisan group of lawmakers last month introduced legislation  aimed at preventing

coneicts of interest in federal contracting, citing McKinsey’s experience with Purdue and

the FDA.”

McKinsey Engaged in Direct Sales

Now, we’ve also come to ;nd that McKinsey  did direct sales for its Big Pharma clients, using in-

house sales reps. They actually employed entire sales teams that sold clients’ drugs directly to

doctors. This revelation came out of the repository  of opioid litigation documents set up by Johns

Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. Emails  show Publicis offers a similar service where

Publicis sales staff sell clients’ products to pharmacies. As reported by The New York Times:

“The Times found that the Krm played a far deeper and broader role in advising clients

involved in the opioid crisis than was publicly disclosed ... While the Krm held remarkable

sway at Purdue, it also advised the largest manufacturer of generic opioids, Mallinckrodt. It

worked with Endo on marketing Opana and helped it grow into a leading generics

manufacturer.

It advised Johnson & Johnson, whose subsidiary Tasmanian Alkaloids was the largest

supplier of the raw materials extracted from poppies used to make many top-selling

opioids. Then, as the full brunt of the epidemic became apparent, it counseled government

agencies on how to address the fallout ...

Drawing on reams of data and proprietary tools, McKinsey vetted deals and advised on

corporate strategy. It developed tactics for dealing with regulators and helped secure

approval for new products.

The Krm helped clients adopt more aggressive sales strategies, which, on at least two

occasions, led companies to shift resources to more potent products.

It proKled and targeted physicians, in some instances trying to ineuence prescribing habits

in ways that federal o_cials later warned heightened the risk of overdose. And when opioid

prescriptions began to decrease during a government crackdown, the records show,

McKinsey devised new approaches to drive sales.”

Publicis to Face Charges Over Role in Opioid Crisis

Another advertising company that is in hot water over its role in the opioid crisis is Publicis Health,

which crafted many of Purdue’s Oxycontin marketing materials.

Massachusetts Attorney General Maura Healey sued Publicis Health May 6, 2021, accusing the

company of “collecting more than $50 million in exchange for marketing schemes to get doctors to

prescribe Purdue’s opioids to more patients, in higher doses, for longer periods of time.”  Publicis

tried to have the case dismissed, but failed.

The Truth About Fact Checkers

Aside from hiring big advertising companies to push their dangerous wares, how else are drug

companies keeping the truth from coming out? Enter fact checkers. Over the past two years, it’s

become quite clear that so-called “fact checkers” are anything but. While they claim to combat

misinformation, they’re the ones spreading most of it, and they do it on behalf of the drug industry

and the advertising companies that run cover for them.

There are countless examples of conUicts of interest running amuck in fact checking organizations.

To list just a few examples:

• Publicis funded the creation of and is partnered with NewsGuard,  an online “credibility

rater”  to “provide its clients with more responsible, trustworthy advertising platforms.” It’s not

far-fetched to assume Publicis might inUuence NewsGuard’s ratings of drug industry

competitors, such as alternative health sites.

NewsGuard’s health-related service, HealthGuard, is also partnered with the Center for

Countering Digital Hate (CCDH) — a dark money-funded progressive cancel-culture leader

with extensive ties to government and global think tanks that has labeled people questioning

the COVID-19 injection as “threats to national security.”

• As a Google partner,  Publicis also has the ability to bury undesirable views that might hurt

its clientele.

• P;zer (a Publicis client ) also funds Facebook’s fact checking operation,  which is why you

can’t say anything negative about the COVID jabs on Facebook.

• P;zer also has signi;cant conUicts of interest with Reuters, which has joined in the fact

checking enterprise.  Reuters chairman (and former CEO) James Smith is both a top investor

and board member of P;zer,  raising suspicions he might have a vested interest in keeping

P;zer’s media record clear of incriminating details.

• Another fact checking organization called FactCheck.org is funded, in part, by the Robert

Wood Johnson Foundation, which holds nearly $2 billion in Johnson & Johnson stock. What’s

more, its CEO, Richard Besser, is a former (2009) director of the U.S. Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention, which appears to view the protecting of Big Pharma interests as a full-

time job.

The Ultimate Goal of This Network

This network of players is also intricately tied to the World Economic Forum (WEF), which is using

pandemic fears to usher the world into a “Great Reset.” Publicis is a WEF partner,  as is P;zer,

Johnson & Johnson, Google, BlackRock, State Street and a slew of other investment ;rms — and oil

companies.

Many fact checking organizations belong to the International Fact-Checking Network,  which is

;nanced by George Soros (through his Open Society Foundation and the National Endowment for

Democracy), Google and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation  — all of whom are part of the WEF’s

technocratic cabal that is pushing for a Great Reset.

“ The claim that we must quit using fossil fuels
and ‘go green’ to save the planet is a ruse to get
people to accept a radically lowered quality of life
and greater restrictions on freedom.”

This sort of brings us back to where we started, with the greenwashing of polluters. The entire

“green” agenda serves that larger “Reset” goal, and the fact that we’re now seeing so much

greenwashing going on in the “green” investment sphere is just more proof that the whole thing is a

scam. The claim that we must quit using fossil fuels and “go green” to save the planet is a ruse to

get people to accept a radically lowered quality of life and greater restrictions on freedom.

Big Pharma ;ts into this larger scheme because the WEF needs a justi;cation for the introduction

of biomonitoring and biosecurity in the form of a digital vaccine passport. The COVID pandemic

was a manufactured crisis that “necessitated” global vaccination, and a way to con;rm vaccination.

Vaccination tracking was the chosen foundation for what will become a much larger and more

invasive monitor and control system involving your ;nances as well. With vaccine passports being

largely rejected, plan B is to introduce digital identity, which is more or less the same thing, just

more complete from the start.

So, the reason these players — from fund managers to PR companies, drug companies, legacy

media, social media platforms, search engines and fact checking organizations — are all protecting

each other is because they’re all cogs in the same machine. They work together to achieve an

ultimate goal, which is to put the world population under a system of global technocratic control.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,855 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Advertising Business Linked to Deaths and Greenwashing
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola # Fact Checked

Advertising agencies wield great power over public opinion, and prosecutors are increasingly starting to look at PR ;rms’ roles in cases where

corporations are accused of serious malfeasance or fraud

$

Hundreds of climate-related court cases are now looking at the role advertising ;rms played in greenwashing$

We’re seeing a similar trend happening in the drug industry, where ad agencies are starting to be held to account for the “legal lies” they spin on

behalf of their clients. In February 2021, McKinsey & Company, a management consultancy ;rm, paid $573 million to settle a case in which they were

accused of complicity by giving marketing advice to manufacturers of opiates, which have killed more than half a million people

$

May 6, 2021, Massachusetts Attorney General Maura Healey sued Publicis Health, accusing the company of “collecting more than $50 million in

exchange for marketing schemes to get doctors to prescribe Purdue’s opioids to more patients, in higher doses, for longer periods of time.” Publicis

tried to have the case dismissed, but failed

$

Aside from hiring big advertising companies to push their wares, drug companies keep the truth from being known through the use of fact checkers$
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Short of being hospitalized and unconscious, a patient bears some responsibility, too. I recall being in a very bad accident. The ;rst

doctor I saw told me I would be in severe pain for the ;rst 2 weeks--actually, it was much longer. He handed me a prescription for pain.

I did not look at it until I had hobbled out of the odce, dragging the nonfuntioning nerve-damaged parts of my body. I forget which

opioid had been prescribed, but it was one of the nasty ones. I do not take drugs until I research them! Sometime after that, I saw an

orthopedic surgeon. Quite a while afterwards because it was impossible to be seen promptly. (She could not help me because the

system would not let her.

That, too, is a horror story.) The ;rst question she asked me was whether I had taken the drugs. I told her, "no", that I ;gured I had

enough problems already. So, I suffered thru with a variety of natural remedies. What kept me going was telling myself that the pain

was temporary and would diminish over time. I was also unable to see a physical therapist. I called 71 phone listed numbers and most

did not even answer their phones. The few who did hung up on me when they decided I was not a lucrative patient. Fortunately, I had

friends in distant places who reviewed my records and helped me set up a daily therapy plan.

I also had plenty of PT experience from previous injuries. Plus a lot of optimism and determination. I was lame and recall how excited I

was when I saw one toe move. At that point, I decided full recovery would be possible if I persisted. The next major step of progress

was to walk a few hundred feet outside my home without crutches. So, today, I can walk, hunt and hike. I will never be able to

skateboard or ski, but was never very coordinated to begin with, so am prob safer not doing those things. I still wear leg braces when I

am doing very strenuous activities or heavy lifting. The main thing is that I get around and am not limited.
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Almond - your determination won through. You are an inspiration. Your posts on many things help others. Thank you for

sharing.
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It could have been a different story and no Almond to post to it here if he had taken the drugs! ---- Opioid NSAIDs can be highly

addictive and even deadly, so should be avoided as much as possible. ---- Opioid NSAIDs, like Morphine, have apparently

routinely been paired with drugs like Midazolam, in the UK, and probably internationally too, despite published drug

contraindications, to "A Good Death" euthanise (murder) patients who the Parasite Class, agents, or criminal medical staff want

dead, because they are unpro;table or otherwise "excess to requirements". Much of this murder was formalised in evil "medical"

protocols, written by evil people, which medical staff were/are told to follow like robots! Nuremberg Trials de;ned that following

orders was no excuse for criminal actions, so under the Nuremberg Code and related laws, many guilty medical staff, and their

management, should have been prosecuted, but weren't/aren't!
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Almond, I was in a very bad accident when I was younger as well. I declined opioid for looks to be the same reason you declined,

although I did have to take muscle relaxers for awhile. Between PT, nerves burnt out of my neck, and some other things here

and there, I lived the ;rst so many years in constant pain, most of which has slowly diminished with each passing year. I'm not

sure if it is getting better or I just have learned to live with it. Regardless of whichever natural remedies I take to help with nerve

and muscle reconstruction, I'll always have an isolated bulging disc. And yes, I understand exactly what you are saying. I will

never be able to play contact sports ever again, but I am able to walk, run, and enjoy most of life again.
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A MAZing story. Thanks for sharing!
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Lee and all... Not really such an amazing story. I just did what was necessary. I was able to learn from being around people who

had good problem-solving ability. I have always been stubborn/determined and an out-of-the-box-thinker. It was simply that

recovery was a better option than not recovering. Spending the rest of my life in a wheel chair in pain was not a good option.

What needed to be done and how could I accomplish it if the normal tools for doing so were not avail to me? Many times when I

have had medical care unavailable, it has been to my advantage to help myself as doctors would only have slowed or interfered

with my recovery. Many things just require time, attention, persistence and patience.

I recall reading about a physical therapy machine to move the leg that would have cost $30K. No way could I afford that or even

obtain one for regular use. So, I made my own. I broke the top out of a large toy kiddie car (rolled easily) that ;t my foot like a

shoe. (A roller skate or even a board with wheels and straps would have worked as well.) I had a section of smooth scrap

linoleum to roll it on that I laid on the porch. I hung a rope from a rafter like a pulley and attached it to the car in different ways...

so that I could draw it backwards and forwards while lying on my back. The pulley also allowed me to raise and lower the leg

under the knee.

Even when I had limited sensation... that caused the leg to move until it moved on its own. I recalled the story of one man who

was told he would never walk again. He cinched a belt around his lame leg and started moving it a centimeter more a day until

he regained full use. I did hot and cold hydrotherapy to relax tight muscles and improve circulation. Homeopathics. Massage.

These were simple things anyone could have done. Very few things in life are impossible. Often, you must ;rst adjust your

thinking if you want to succeed. And follow it with action. That is true about everything else, too. -continued-
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Lee and all... -continued- Do not underestimate your resourcefulness. If one way does not work or options are closed to you, put

your thinking cap on and come up with alternatives. You need clear goals. Ask yourself what the steps are that need to be

accomplished. Then, ;gure out a way to pursue each of them. Then, you need to stick with it to get the job done, however long it

takes. If something works, keep doing it until it quits working. If it quits working, reevaluate and change course. it's all just

common sense and clear thinking.
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Mary... At this late date, I do not recall all the remedies I used. One was homeopathic arnica, I think I had some 1M. This is

another favorite of mine, used 6x/day. => www.amazon.com/Natures-Rite-Bruise-Strain-RepairTM/dp/B019LXBZDM  I am not

recommending any particular seller. Perhaps you can buy it direct from the company cheaper? I had some excellent traditional

Chinese liniments (alcohol-based), needing to be used one after another together. I had purchased these from a doctor of TCM

in Chinatown and still had them on the shelf. For sleep during periods of excruciating pain, I used large doses of California

Poppy and reasonable doses of Jamaican Dogwood (not to overdose). Prob a lot more that I do not recall. However, the

hot/cold hydrotherapy was also signi;cant. Dear friends brought in healthy food when I could not move.
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Public Relations, Advertising Firms, the Sorcerers & Magicians of look at this so you don't see that. Muddy the waters so one cannot

see what is up or down. Make one so confused, upset, or discouraged it's didcult to see what right-side up could or should be. Real

health literally comes from the ground up. A message blocked by not one side or faction of industries, as all are just spokes in a wheel

leading to the same cast of characters in the middle, yet for the most part, unseen. When it comes to Biodynamic, Permaculture,

Regenerative, Sustainable, Organic Living, it pulls the rug out from under all the bad characters listed in the article, & more.

When it comes to Climate Change, Global Warming the biggest Greenwashing Farce is all the Predator$ $olutions just lock everything

into more of the same. High-Tech high-pro;le Wall Street ;nance, Too Big to Fail $ales Dog$ pushing the same old, same old. To

practice Biodynamic Permaculture directly addresses & can heal so many issues across the board from the individual to nations, & the

world. Clean & abundant water, air, healthy soil, healthy food, better supply lines & stability, better neighborhoods, less conUict ;ghting

over living spaces & much more. If two neighbors are engaged in their personal projects of Biodynamic Permaculture with one

focused on all the above with the belief Global Warming is a farce & the other focused on all the same issues with a belief Global

Warming is real, makes little if any difference when so many important negatives are addressed.

If we are able to address the negatives with positive direct action Locally, it shifts away much, most of the power of the Rockefeller Oil,

Finance, Control template to open a chance to structure healthy changes throughout the system without or far less interference from

Global Para$itic Praditor$. Because they have become so bloated it may take far less to correct the accumulated damage of their

psychopathic rule.
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Because there has been so much Tobacco Lawyers & PR behavior coming from Big Oil forever, I currently am of the mind there

is about a 60 - 40 split to the issue of the poles being warmed into levels disrupting human systems of living. Sixty being

naturally occurring, forty being inUuence by pollution. I don't believe we have until next week Friday at three o'clock to address

this. I don't believe much, or any solutions offered by Predator$ amount to anything in light of they want to reduce the world

population by billions. Seriously, we got to save the world for human habitation yet on the way we, Para$itic Predator$ have

every intention of culling, killing billions? We, Para$tic Predator$ are going to become Cyborg Immortals keeping just enough

genetically altered humans around to wipe our...cough...noses?
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I believe that "Greenwashing" was originally used to describe criminal oil corporations that knew the damage fossil fuel

extraction would lead to down the line, and covered it up. The term seems to have morphed into bashing activists or

organizations, or politicians who are actually ;ghting for "Clean & abundant water, air, healthy soil, healthy food, better supply

lines & stability, better neighborhoods, less conUict ;ghting over living spaces & much more." Are we really going to deny ocean

acidi;cation and warming, disappearing Arctic ice and glaciers world wide, millions of acres of burning forests, the American

Southwest returning to desert, thousands dying from heat stroke, Uooding of Midwest farmland, thousands of insects and

animals going extinct, changing ocean currents and lingering jet streams?

We have passed the tipping points that we might have rolled back had the scientists been heeded 40 years ago, but money and

control were more important to psychopaths in leadership positions. Their mansions will be their mausoleums as they go down

with the rest of us. Time is very short for us to localize our efforts at food growing and community building, but I agree that it is

the only way to go as democracy is a vision from the past, when two or three congress people can nullify the will of a majority of

citizens.
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Marketing was propaganda repurposed by the evil Edward Bernays. Edward Bernays marketing work included selling cigarettes

to women as "Torches of freedom", as part of the "Girl Power" seeding of ironically self-destructive, and destructive, Feminism.

Probably a lot of marketers are sociopaths or psychopaths, who study behaviour, only to ape and manipulate it. Sigmund Freud,

a relation who was the origin of some of these idea, was clearly up to no good with his invention of psychoanalysis. His

proteges, including Carl Jung, should be viewed with suspicion, because some of their work also looks poisonous e.g. the

dubious idea that normal men and women have both masculine and feminine aspects!

---- This is part of a far larger and older problem. The UK (synthetic enclosure) Enclosure Act stole people's land and the UK

Industrial Revolution of (some new) oligarchs created cheaper, often lower quality, mass-produced products, so destroying

smallholdings and cottage industry, thus creating the wage-slavery rentierism called Capitalism, and marketing later pushed

these products just like a drug dealer, thus consumerism. No, capitalism was not great, it was a new disguised feudalism of

oligarchs! ---- Marx (Bankster funded) was correct with his analysis of the corrupt thesis, Capitalism, but his proposed counter

of Communism was merely a corrupt anti-thesis, leading to a synthesis of absolute oppression rather than his deception of

cooperative freedom.

There is a solution to Capitalism, that is the replacement of all the synthetic enclosures, called countries, created by parasitic

noble (sic), absolute monarch, and bankster Oligarch families, with numerous independent, free-trading, free-cities, like of the

Hanseatic League. With numerous free cities, any poorly managed free cities would likely collapse from loss of population and

wealth. The US states were a fatally Uawed attempt at this.
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Lee1959
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Boy, keythong, you got a lot to unpack there. I am certainly glad you have all the answers to everything. Nothing worse than a

know-it-all.
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Krofter
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Keythong - Free, independent and local. Not slaves to distant oligarchs. This was the reason for the Boston tea party - throwing

off a distant oligarch who wanted to tax us without representation. Where the states went wrong was allowing our

Constitutional Republic - the election of representatives whose sole job is to ensure everything in my ;rst sentence remains

intact - to become a democracy... mob rule. Part of the snowjob of the past 100 years has been the push by the elites to

incorrectly convince people we are a democracy, which has allowed advertising and media giants to engender mob rule. We are

not a democracy. secularheretic.substack.com/p/aaron-schwartz-julian-assange-edward
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brianallen1
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A "know it all" can simply be anyone who knows more than you.
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We lost our Republic (self rule) in 1870 when the country became a corporation. To hide the fact, the media has been touting

democracy (mob rule) for a century. It works. Even though children pledge allegiance to the Uag to the Republic for which it

stands. How else does a CEO (president) rule by Executive Order other than in a corporation???
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We are a forgotten Republic, and changed to a democracy by marketeers.
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Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM
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Our own federal government is guilty of promoting the clot shots via those public service announcements. How about a class action

suit against the perps? The covid shots are "taking out" people of all ages.
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In the UK government policy is guilty. The government advertising is false too.
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Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Dena1219 - and all the Eu readers, this was posted last night from the Corona Investigative Committee - Reiner Fuellmich and

CIC interview Sonia Elijah on P;zer Vaccine Safety Report - - www.bitchute.com/.../SgrUeigvBn7n  - discussion is about political

and corporate pressure applied to the European safety commission into quickly approving the clot shots.
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brodiebrock12
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I was just going to make that very point Dena. "we the people" fund these and continue too. This is what get's me the most

pissed off of it all really. The ongoing day after day, month after month and year after year funding using "our" money to

perpetrate these literal crimes against humanity. All this past week all I have been hearing is the commiecRAT's building the

message via psa's as we head to towards school opening and Nov elections. Yday the messaging was how the injection is still

the best form of protection and that the non injected are far more likely to be infected with the ongoing variant fear porn scam

which as all of know is the exact opposite for what that data shows yet the government-pharma-media just brazenly continues

the false narrative and gets away with it every time. Absolute ZERO accountability anywhere to be seen. Such a disgrace!
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Country_Me
Joined On 7/5/2008 11:40:43 AM
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One day I see videos such as the one here that gives me hope then the next day I see or hear something that makes me doubtful. What

a roller coaster ride LOL I can only hope there really is a light at the end of this dark evil tunnel. I am so thankful for Dr. Mercola and the

others that have the guts to speak out on what's going on. Too many people are asleep and we can only hope some of them will wake

up to help in this ;ght NOT literally a physical ;ght but ;ghting as in speaking up against what's going on. I've been ridiculed just for

not giving my dog every vaccination there is so I can only imagine what people like Dr. Mercola goes through standing up against more

than just vaccines which is a big enough ;ght by itself.

So didcult for me as we no longer drive, no family in the area, all of our friends passed away or live too far away so what little help I

ask for such as getting my dog to the vet sometimes gets met with ridicule because I won't go to the vet in my area that threatened me

when I would not give my last dog a vaccination shot. I won't get the jab, either, so that doesn't make me very popular, either.
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brianallen1
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Remember, this is not a popularity contest.
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Country_Me
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brianallen1 I could care less about being popular or I would had go along with the crap years ago! But I am just trying to survive.
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Off topic... Went to lunch yesterday with a woman who told me the story about her granddaughter's death - listed as SADS.  They

buried her last week. She was hiking a trail in California - and she suddenly died.  You've heard of sudden infant death syndrome?

Welcome to the land of "Sudden Adult Death Syndrome."  Are you kidding me? I was pleased to see some have connected it to the

beloved new vaccines - but COME ON WORLD! Holy moly!
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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Holy moly indeed - WHEN will more have eyes to see???  God Bless.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We all have a basic choice. Individual sovereignty (implying responsibility, grit, determination, resourcefulness, & hard work,

willingness to research and challenge our indoctrination, etc. ) or Enslavement by "The Powers That Be" (Government in partnership

with Big Food, Big Ag, Big Pharma, Big Media, Military Complex, and last but not least - Big Banks). With the understanding and insight

that there are subtleties and nuances, one's needle is pointing in one direction or the other. Which direction does your needle point?

What a great world we would live in if "others" solved our problems? But is that reality?  No, but it is human nature to be seduced by

those who promise it.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM
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I'm aligned with what bfr is saying here. Best as we can, turn the inner needle toward self-responsibility and non-reactivity.

There's an individual sovereignty that comes alive in service to a higher Sovereignty, by whatever name we call it.
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I'm all for conservation, new types of energy sources and common sense use of them. However, I am NOT for cutting off our noses to

spite our own faces. Fossil Fuels are here for a reason. They are useful. Most average people cannot afford an electric car and they

are cost prohibitive. The charging stations are fueled by fossil fuels, the batteries are so expensive and they actually rape the earth

pulling the ingredients to make these batteries. What they want, is for most of us to walk, ride trains, or buses, or bicycles and only the

rich will have cars, planes, etc.

We to them, are "useless eaters" and only here to be their slaves. (Remember the picture of Nancy Pelosi and her garden party? where

the guests were sitting shoulder to shoulder "mask less" and the servants were all wearing masks?). THAT is the common mans

future. Try to remember folks, we didn't create this planet, our creator did and he knew EXACTLY what he was doing. He is the Alpha

and the Omega. The beginning and the end. And he will NOT be mocked!
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no such a thing as "FOSSIL FUELS" it's a big lie...It's hydrocarbure ....Period
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Saffy123
Joined On 2/25/2018 7:58:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

kfa6931----Amen to everything you said. I agree.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Martix! I have been meaning to post that in the mid 1890s John D Rockefeller held a meeting with all the titans in

industry and they conspired to drum up a theory that oil came from rotting dinosaurs and to have the supply appear very limited

when in fact it is almost unlimited. This way they could control supply and pricing. Don't believe it? The world consumes 336

million gallons of oil every day. That is 1,222,640,000 gallons every year. If you think there are that many decaying dinosaurs

underground, I have a bridge to sell you.
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM
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I consistently post anti COVID on Facebook; I'm consistently banned. I wait, get back on and start again.  I know from experience and

what I see that they are hoodwinking the public and their intentions are in of themselves, just plain demonic.
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Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The social media platforms such as FB and Twitter (Twitter is run by twits) are in fact acting as suppressors of truth with total

approval of Biden regime. Biden already has an acting ministry of truth but it does seem he wants an agency too. Truthful info is

kryptonite to the Marxist Dems.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

kfa6931, I get it. FB won't let me sell my eggs because they are "animal parts!" Good old PETA got on the FB Board and put

pressure on them. Anybody who is free and hardworking and productive, they don't like. I would sell my eggs in minutes when I

posted them on FB. I have tried to get around it but I keep getting denied . . . sigh.
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I no longer bother, let the stupid, brainwashed die off, too many people on the planet anyway. I couldn't even wake up my brother,

he died within a week of the jab, they said "sudden onset acute Leukaemia"! Pull the other one! Much happier just chatting to the

AWAKE. Jennifer
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hen6538
Joined On 11/30/2018 12:50:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

another great artical with names and companies that feed the swamp. PCH
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Thought for the day... Cultivate the land. Cultivate the community. Cultivate your children. Remember, you are not just raising food, you

are also raising children and community awareness. Major multi-tasking.
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Mhunter701gmail.com
Joined On 4/16/2021 4:07:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Occupy the land. Expand the kingdom. Mission forward!
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BrianDossDMD
Joined On 4/18/2022 7:24:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For those that doubt the power of the media, I have two words for you.... K-Mart Sucks
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Clear blue sky today and it starts raining fairly hard. Looking straight up I saw the faint thin whisp of a chemtrail and nothing

else. VERY disturbing.
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hasudbury
Joined On 12/5/2017 6:01:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And Walmart is worse: 95% of everything (outside of grocery items) sold in WalMart are either made in China, made in the US by

a Chinese owned company, or made in the Third World (using slave labor, often enough) by a Chinese owned company. The

Waltons (four of them, the heirs of Sam, the founder) are among the ten wealthiest individuals in the world. They play an

inordinate role in world politics, largely hidden from view. The question you have to ask in everything these days is: WHO OWNS

IT. And that will tell you everything you need to know about the entity, organization or company.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Go to that all reliable source known as Wikipedia in search of McKinsey's list of achievements. That's quite the prodigious rap sheet.

 3.bp.blogspot.com/-4F3jxB0Gzf8/T0an0FTe7eI/AAAAAAAABYI/knenEdGvCgg/s16..
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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I am feeling bad for the horse. Full of so much crap.
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Kitera
Joined On 7/26/2007 6:24:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The FDA was relying on testimony from McKinnley. Does anyone ;nd that statement beyond absurd? A (supposedly) scienti;c body

taking advice from a public relations ;rm and it is a statement of fact that doesn't seem to raise any concerns.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All of these mini disasters are distractions to detract you from what is really happening. If you’re a prepper, you’ll be prepping more

which means you’ll have less time to keep track of what is going on. That’s what they want. From rolling blackouts, food shortages,

pandemics, gun restrictions, border crisis, water shortages, to gasoline shortages, there’s enough distractions going on to keep most

people in a state of mind-blowing chaos! That’s been the Democratic Party’s strategy for the past 20+ years. If you think I’m paranoid

you maybe right, but just try to type the words “Great Reset” on any of MSM’s blogs. You get a message “comment is under review”

and within 5 minutes it gets deleted. Why is that? If they all agree it’s a good thing then why would they block anyone mentioning it?
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Jackaroni
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We are currently in the "Information Age", but I have always felt it was the "Marketing Age". The thin, Uimsy t-shirt is made of

"Scienti;cally formulated fabric with the ability to keep you cool and to wick away moisture" is actually just cheap micro;ber aka

plastic. Great way to get $50 for a $5 item. How about the statins to lower cholesterol which prevents heart attacks? In actuality it

offers no bene;ts but plenty of harm, yet most doctors and the general public believe it is a life saver. And don't even get me started

with politics. Kids need to learn about Marketing in school and how it skews the truth so they can go out into the world with open eyes.

If it keeps even a few from falling for the lies it will be worth it.
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Sunfacejack1
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Ultimately who are behind it all are the insurance companies (Banking on misery of others for pro;t) and actuaries who spread the fear

on behalf of the insurance companies. The advertising industry accept the payment to spreads the lie or fear in the media.
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keythong, I agree with some of your comments, however, you are ignorant of the core of Jungian psychology. Jung was talking about

the Soul and spiritual aspects of humans, not physiological. To quote Jung "Humankind is masculine and feminine, not just man or

woman. You can hardly say of your soul what sex it is. But if you pay close attention, you will see that the most masculine man has a

feminine soul, and the most feminine woman as a masculine soul. The most manly you are, the more remote from you is what woman

really is, since the feminine in yourself is alien and contemptuous.

” — Jung, "The Red Book" Men are male, women are female, true, however, social conditioning has apportioned and prioritised

masculine traits to men, feminine traits to women. Each must suppress their opposite. Becoming a fully integrated person requires us

to recognise and embrace both our feminine and masculine characteristics (feelings, emotions, spiritual expression). It has nothing to

do with the physical body. Look at the disastrous outcome for males who are shamed if they dare cry or express painful emotions!!
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM
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Globalist Tyrants threaten to declare CLIMATE EMERGENCY and invoke destructive executive orders to shut down western civilization

and the entire energy infrastructure  July 20, 2022 www.naturalnews.com/2022-07-20-sabotage-joe-fake-president-threatens-t..

 Situation Update, July 20, 2022  Biden to invoke CLIMATE EMERGENCY executive orders to DECIMATE America and STARVE

millions.mp4 www.brighteon.com/54b34b12-a850-45eb-8644-017c3ef57bd1  HTRS Headlines  20 July 2022

halturnerradioshow.com/.../en  CLOWN WORLD: Pentagon Spox Says Climate Change Caused ;ghting in Syria

halturnerradioshow.com/images/2022/07/20/ClimateChangeComic.jpg  Medical Journal “LANCET”: COVID Vax Compromises

Immune System  Booster Eugenics Shots Should be RAMPED UP Immediately “Bidenvilles” Popping-Up All Over America  The country

is being wrecked Krakatoa Volcano Springs Back To Life https://youtu.be/gBxTREZo2UE
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'Green'-washing? What will the hate- and division- creating dialectitions come up with next? They CREATED the fake green watermelon

agenda for their big fake trance-formation, which will be forced if necessary: green on the outside for packaging, bloody red on the

inside for what always happens when either commy or fascist corporatist political fronts come into power for those highest up &

deepest in. And all the cronies willing to wink & look the other way make their big bucks pretending to ;ght it while being part of it, &

carefully avoiding the 'common ground', root & source of the matter. Lots of lawyers at the slop bucket & methinks they don't work for

cheap. Bite the hand that feeds you? You'd better if it's lawless & highest bidder drug & genetic altering transhumanist & euthanasia

sorting stuff being offered, or at the least, turn away.
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I must share this video clip “It’s an uphill battle, but we have the truth.”

drtrozzi.org/2022/07/20/its-an-uphill-battle-but-we-have-the-truth/  This Canadian doctor is a hero for speaking out for humanity. He

nails it in 2 minutes, please share. Thank you! Also for those who are interested in joining the right side Canadians are persisting in

opposition to denied treatments, forced injections, muzzled and persecuted ethical doctors, and other abuses of the medical

regulators in Canada. Please join in coming together at locations across Canada this Friday, and Saturday. Details here:

drtrozzi.org/2022/07/19/july-22-protests-against-colleges-of-physician..
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Good article and valid points, but misses one of the bigger stories, namely how the Media in the US and world at large refuse to even

report the massive, monstrous settlements these drug, agribusinesses and chemical manufacturers have experienced. Witness the

huge, multi-billion dollar settlements involving Roundup. None of these are reported in the mainstream media. Why? Advertising!

These corporations pump so much advertising revenue into the media, they will never, ever be the focus of an actual news report on

their malfeasance. This is called blackmail -- report on the deliberate sale of a drug, chemical, pesticide known to injure, kill or disable

humans and other life forms and 'We'll whip all those advertising dollars right out from under your noses." Next update, Dr. Mercola,

include this aspect of what's really going on.
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VERY well stated Dr. Mercola. The internet as it has evolved has become a cess pit. Not only has it become a psyop disaster, but a

security disaster as well -the number of malicious actors preying on naive and trusting people for billions and billions of dollars is

staggering. I too have thought for years that the net is now toxic. What is being developed seems to be equivalent to the DoDs

classi;ed transmission mechanism. The Uy in the ointment (and perhaps there is a way around this) is the reliance on the backbone

and IPv4 and IPv6 for packet transmission . Regardless of the protocol, if it uses the current backbone, its in jeopardy.

It could be shut down. The packet header has to remain in plain text. What other backbone mechanism could be used, that is NOT

subject to control by AT&T?. A network of satellites perhaps - it would need a "trusted" country to launch them. Laying dedicated

cable? Microwave transmission? REGARDLESS of the technical issues and there are MANY - this MUST be done. The "internet" has

become a dangerous un-trusted waste land. I have been in InfoSec in the public and private sectors for >40 years and still engaged in

it. THIS is a challenge that can not be allowed to fail. I wish the people putting this together Godspeed.
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Convincing you to take the vax. four minute clip of disinformation. Bizarre truthful ending. www.bitchute.com/.../0wG5G7BFy3TS
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Sad but funny!
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Joined On 7/10/2016 4:35:30 PM
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My husband was prescribed opiods after his heart bypass surgery. My daughter who worked in a pharmacy whilst studying at

university advised her dad when he came home to start cutting off these drugs otherwise he could become addicted. I visited the GP

with my husband (a very young locum doctor at that time) and said to her that my daughter was weaning her dad off the painkillers, to

which she replied, 'if he's in pain, he needs more!' She was very arrogant and dismissive and prescribed more of these drugs there and

then, even though she must have known that they should only be taken for two weeks.

My husband consequently went through hell, as did we. Each time we cut the meds down, he knew immediately. He had no appetite

and would wander around at night and suffered severe constipation. He visited his GP and asked about getting off these drugs, how

long would it take etc, and came out of there and decided to go 'cold turkey.' Fortunately, he did it, but it was sheer hell, not just for him,

but for us living with him. He now won't take any pain meds at all.
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I am so sorry for what you went through, and can only imagine how didcult it was. I was married to an addict, so totally

sympathize. These damn Drs. have no idea what they're doing, and if they do - they are pure & simple DRUG PUSHERS. I hope

you, your husband and family can move on from this experience to healthier, happier times.
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I actually have a feeling that I just woke up... Usually, the one who is an "escape goat" is the one who is telling the truth. When I was

little, my mom used to read me books before bed. I love H.C. Andersen, my favourite was "The snow Queen" Where am I going with

this? Here: “...Yet still they Uew on and on, higher and higher, till at last the mirror trembled so fearfully that it slipped from their hands

and fell to the earth, shivered into hundreds of millions and billions of bits. And then it did more harm than ever. Some of these bits

were not as big as a grain of sand and these Uew about, all over the world, getting into people’s eyes. And once in, they stuck there and

distorted everything they looked at or made them see everything that was amiss...."  And this is the world we live in today, everything is

distorted, upside down... Perhaps it was always like that, but not to that degree
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Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM
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Advertising is a huge industry and is in large part responsible for many of our problems.

secularheretic.substack.com/.../death-by-covid-vaccine-update-10
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I am just thankful for small things--like allergies. I have been given scrips on several different occasions for Morphine, Oxycodone,

Oxycontin, etc. All pain killers that were supposed to help my pain (never mind that I never HAD any pain!) but I thought, okay, I'll take a

little of this stuff in case I have pain develop (because after all, they were telling me I would have a lot of pain) --well, it made me sick

and I never took any more. It immediately went on my "allergies" list so there was no chance of me becoming "addicted." Sooo I say,

thank you to whomever is in charge of the universe for giving me an allergy! :-D
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Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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I lied. In the past I have stated I had never taken a prescription drug outside of an antibiotic. I just remembered in 2018, I cracked some

ribs and went to an urgent care. They prescribed oxycontin. I wasn't going to take them until I sneezed. That was a whole new kind of

pain. So I took one pill. Not only did it not reduce my pain but it made me feel like I lost 15 IQ points. No pleasurable "high" whatsoever.

I couldn't believe people would actually want to experience such an unappealing sensation. Never took a second pill but paid the price

physically. Didn't have a bowel movement for 3 days when I normally am perfectly "regular". Even my body was saying "no thank you"!
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Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everyone should have an understanding of how in 1911 - Crisco was sold to the public. The power of advertising (propaganda) and the

start of industrial food.  tedium.co/.../crisco-marketing-history     When discussing with people their brainwashing (I'm tactful) - I bring

up Crisco.
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And the pharmaceutical industry is guilty now of selling their crap by using the "ask your doctor" thing on tv to cause the general

public to think "Maybe I DO need this drug!" Shame on them and all connected to them! And then we have the margarine over

butter ;asco! And on, and on, and on, etc.... you get the picture!
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The only thing Crisco is good for is preventing cross-;re, pre-ignition of Civil War era (and working replicas of) cap 'n ball

revolvers. www.survivalistboards.com/threads/diy-wool-felt-wads-for-44-cal-cap-ba..  Scroll down.
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mercolizing
Joined On 3/4/2013 12:45:05 PM
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Back in the post WW2 era, pork was declining in sales. So the industry hired 5th Ave advertising ;rms to help. They came up with the

"* in 10 doctors say having pork for breakfast is good for your health" campaign. So, regular doctors who really had no idea who these

doctors/researchers were didn't want to look stupid or uninformed so they went along with it. And viola, we now eat bacon or sausage

with our eggs for breakfast.  This crap has a long history of success
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Joined On 7/26/2018 10:09:50 AM
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Mercolizing - We tend to have pork for breakfast but try to have more sliced pork loin that cooks fast, and less bacon and

sausage with preservatives etc.
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mat1933
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The Indestructible Seed and you... www.youtube.com/watch
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Humanity has a few years left; at best! Too little, too late. The Great Reset is well underway. The WHO plans to take over global

healthcare in 2024...I believe that it will be much sooner. Regardless; the "mandates" will be back this fall. Of this, I am certain!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Mandates, mask, pushing the why don't you just shoot me in the head instead of the arm...it's already in full saturation mode

now.
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Randyfast
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Just; now, it's all about gearing up for "future pandemics"! "The New Normal"...count me out! The oligarchs will take it all. P;zer

just doubled their covid revenue to over 80 billion!
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Hi Randy and Steve, just when you want to give up, along comes news about a lawsuit against the Biden Administration for

colluding with Social Media platforms into censuring free speech: "Judge Grants Request for Discovery Phase in Social Media

Collusion Lawsuit Against Biden Admin" - - www.theepochtimes.com/judge-grants-request-for-discovery-phase-in-soci..  - -

comments alongside this article show most are not holding their breath. (Note: This is a premium article, may need to get a free

account to access it.)
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Key paragraphs: federal court has granted a request by Missouri and Louisiana odcials to obtain information and documents

from top-ranking odcials in the Biden administration over its alleged collusion with social media giants in an effort to censor

and suppress free speech. Eric Schmitt, Missouri’s Republican attorney general, announced on social media on July 13 that

Terry Doughty, a judge in the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Louisiana, had ruled in favor of the request for the

discovery process. The ruling paves the way for the attorneys general to collect documents from top-ranking Biden

administration odcials and social media giants.

In court documents (pdf) shared by Schmitt, Doughty wrote that there is “good cause” for an expedited preliminary injunction

discovery. The judge, a Trump appointee, also gave a timeline in which federal odcials and social media platforms must hand

over documents. Plaintiff states may serve document and information requests from government odcials and third party

subpoenas on up to ;ve major social media platforms seeking to identify which federal odcials have allegedly been in

communication with them within ;ve business days after the ruling. The ruling was issued on July 12. Federal odcials and

social media platforms must also hand over documents and answer questions from odcials from the two states within the next

30 days, the judge ruled.

Suppressed Disfavored Speakers’ The ruling comes after the attorneys general of Louisiana and Missouri ;led a lawsuit in May

alleging that the Biden administration “colluded with and/or coerced social media companies to suppress disfavored speakers,

viewpoints, and content on social media platforms by labeling the content disinformation,’ misinformation,’ and

malinformation.’” The attorneys general named social media giants such as Meta, Twitter, and YouTube in a press release

announcing the lawsuit in May. They also claimed that President Jo
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cont'd. They also claimed that President Joe Biden himself, along with other top-ranking government odcials, had worked with

the platforms to censor and suppress free speech, including “truthful information” pertaining to the origins of COVID-19, the

effectiveness of masks, election integrity, and the security of voting by mail, as well as the ongoing Hunter Biden laptop

scandal. Among the defendants named in the lawsuit are Biden, former press secretary Jen Psaki, chief medical adviser to the

president and director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases Dr. Anthony Fauci, former Disinformation

Governance Board executive director Nina Jankowicz, Surgeon General Vivek Murthy, Department of Homeland Security

Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas, and others.

Speci;cally, the lawsuit alleges that the odcials “pressured and colluded with social media giants Meta, Twitter, and YouTube to

censor free speech in the name of combating so-called disinformation’ and misinformation,’ which led to the suppression and

censorship of truthful information on several topics, including COVID-19.” (And it goes on from there...)
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Rreal; they had better all step it up. I fully understand all the good people who are doing great work. They need to increase their

efforts. The evil oligarchs are ramping up their agenda big time - warp speed! Pun intended. I feel the window of opportunity

getting smaller.
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You are absolutely right. The US is turning into a global policeman and will “speak like a dragon” as prophesied in Revelation 13.

Every word of God from that prophecy will be ful;lled because it always was in the past. The famine is coming next, then so

called “green” Sunday law pushed by the ;rst Beast - papal system.
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Makaziza; I ;nd it interesting, how many "Christians" ignore the book of Revelation. It lays it all out. The "End Times" is not a

conspiracy theory.
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Randy, look how many American Christians ignore the entire Bible.
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ARGgggh, the wheels of justice often move at a painstakingly slow speed. Realize for every suit ;led, at least one Justice

Department Judge had to review it, often a handful when dealing with the Federales. Therefore, important information gets

through to places it has been sorely needed. (And you assumed I was looking for a win? Not so fast, gonna take time before

some group breaks through the apparent impasse). - - - sidenote: how does anyone know that "the end of time" isn't a harbinger

for greater freedoms and more equitable structures ahead? My take is we have 6 to 18 months of chaos needed to sift through

the rubble, and then???.
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Brian; you're not including Canadians?
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Rreal; let's wait to see where we are in 18 months.
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This article may be of interest:  www.globalresearch.ca/expert-report-;fth-generation-5g-directed-energ..
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Randy, if I'm going to stereotype, I want to be fair! I don't know what those Canadian Christians are up to.
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Eiggod8; thanks...I already know all about this. Those who don't, should de;nitely check it out. We are surrounded by evil!

Graphene oxide has also been found in the chemtrails!
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Brian; a Christian family that I was friends with for over 40 years, have all taken the shot. Probably most have as per a passage

in the Bible that tells us to obey authorities. The ones pushing this evil are not legitimate "authorities". They are Luciferians. The

Bible also speaks of "wisdom" which I, thankfully and gratefully posses. I couldn't ;nd any passage in the Bible that tells me to

take an injection that will change my genetic code! -- Time for my bike ride.
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That’s why they are pushing case numbers up. I have a friend that works at a place where they have mandatory testing weekly

and must wear masks. Sad! We have noticed recently a large number of people that are not sick being called a case from a fake

test. I am sure this is just to get the case numbers up. I am at a loss as to how stupid people are. George Carlin knew what he

was talking about.
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Kanajelly; Here is what has been going on for more than 2 1/2 years...The PCR test (which is incapable of detecting any speci;c

virus) is used to build the number of "cases", in order to continue this covid psyops. They even call the "cases" "infections". None

of those people are even sick; although they are told to "quarantine" so that they don't make others sick! How does one even

explain this insanity? Covid is a nothing virus! People catch the cold and Uu, as they always have. The liars and deceivers want

you to believe that the cold and Uu disappeared for the past two years, because the covid shot was "protecting" (there's that

word again!) people from it.

Now, of course, they have the mRNA universal Uu shot - so the Uu is back! I just don't know what to say to people who can't see

this covid idiocy for the hoax it is! I am still not sick - and I am not going to be sick; from some phantom virus! The only thing

that I'm sick of; is the covid psyops that will never end! It will change; but it will never end. "Future pandemics" are already being

planned - in perpetuity!
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Off topic. I like living in the moment but as I get older I also like music from other moments, so to speak. www.youtube.com/watch

 ~~~~~~~~ www.youtube.com/watch
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Thank you, Otis
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Very Good , Dr Mercola , BUT the same groups work with the communication companies for decades to develop 4G and 5G to now be

'totally accepted and required' as its now in every school and public building and now EVERYWHERE...5G and 4G operate on the same

frequency bands ad DARPA uses to work with "Directed Energy".now Directed Energy i9s used as a "WEAPON" known as DEW or

Directed Energy Weapons......this is NOT New...but has been 'advertised' as a No Problem' communication System "REQUIRED" for

everyone to accept and use.....and its used worldwide by banks , e-transfer e-deposits , etc....all money is moved thru thios

syetem.....but the same system will eventually destroy humanity....causing "disease" like the hoax of omicron and covid and Thru

decades of research even advancing cancers and nearly all autoimmune 'diseases' ... My Facts are 100% very accurate and to some

may ;nd the facts 'spookier' . From MyMountain Laboratories deep within MyMountain ....under several cubic kilometers of rock
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In MML we trust.
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thanks BrianAllen.........ahhhh..the Sun is shining quit nicely.......soo I will lay out and absorb several hours of it.......Yes we all

need to feel and absorb as much Vit D sunshine before them slimy chemtrails f 7ck it up... Have a good day... Brianallen

...............................................................from MyMountainLabouratory....Im checking the meters and other devices to see whats

going on outside in the RealWorld.... better to "Look before one Jumps " but My Birds say its ok,,,,,:) and my geese are landing
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Amen Bro....And cell-phone and all those gadgets have intensi;ed the "isolation" !!!!
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Precisely Martix !! games and ipads and tablets WiFi and everything wireless Including cars and trucks n buses and airplains

....its everywhere...and intensi;es in Hospitals and Schools.....but no one cares.no one seems to understand of even take a

while to understand Radio Frequencies or E#MF..and how dangerous they are.....yet they cook in the microwaves , which also

operate at 2.45Gigaher5tz and think nothing of frequencies being emmitted from 5G towers around the same frequencies.... Its

kinda like putting a frog in a pan of cold water...put it on the stove at a very low temp..the frog doesn't seem to notice the slight

increase in temperature of the water...until its starts to cook...than frog its toooooo late......you're done! ......MMMMM

Frogleggs???
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And soon...within a few years or maybe months .....billions will be "Cooked Alive" just like the Frog.....but who cares.....the

games are faster........the censored internet is fast.........my banks gets my money and I get time to chat and play games and

watch GaggleSh!t..and "be entertained" and hear 'Da Newez" n watch 'Da Game" ..... I wonder if my meals are hot yet??........I

thought I smelled something Burning......oh well .....musta been my imagination

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/20/2022 1:18:38 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.globalresearch.ca/expert-report-;fth-generation-5g-directed-energ..  Long article. At least read the "Conclusion". And this

5G stuff is illegal. Since when has the law interfered with lawbreakers?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/20/2022 10:39:44 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Otis 101 I been harping about this for years...nobody really cares....as long as their 'cells work' and games are fast...and

everyone gets to chat all over about nothing....and zoom and google and facebook and tywitter and yadayada.....no one

cares....just like that Frog in a pan of water...sitting in the stove....turn it on low and the frog doesn't care....and just keep

increasing the temp...until its boiled.. Just Like Billions of useless eaters and worthless slugs....!~!!HAY!!!! I can't see my

Tablet....or I can't hear anything....chest pains...dizzy...headaches....hard to breath......feels like ants crawling all over me......and

soon ya die and the meatwagon drags your body off "Another Covid death.." or Omicron of Delta or some other ridicules name

for some made up 'disease'

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/21/2022 12:26:37 AM
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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Damn.....shoulda got another Jab...jab number 19....

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/21/2022 12:29:57 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mrrob   your equipment reads much like mine although the MML Modesty Meter appears to be broken.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/21/2022 8:07:04 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello, slightly off topic but important, Dr Ryan Cole talks about how the VAXX causes terrible harm everywhere including in the brain.

(Vid 22 min). There is no way you can comply or appease your way out of tyranny.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/20/2022 6:16:29 AM
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jan64524
Joined On 5/23/2018 8:09:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tell me something good, Dr. Mercola. Anything

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/20/2022 7:01:43 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Understand - Today I will play with my 5-year old grandson. Take off my shoes and socks - and walk bare foot in the grass. I will

create an amazing world - my best day yet. I will win the day! That will be my reality. What will be yours?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/20/2022 8:13:28 AM
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM
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bfr27915,  BRAVO !!  For me too, it doesn't get any better than that. A day spent in the playful company of my junior therapists

invariably bolster my coping skills when faced with the drab beaten down zombies (,Hail, Stan Becker !) of this world.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/20/2022 9:32:48 AM
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makaziza
Joined On 1/21/2021 2:30:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jan64524, Jesus is coming soon to end this evil. This is a good news. Meanwhile, prepare yourself physically and spiritually.

Things will go down in all areas of life. Famine is inevitable. More mandates are coming our way, ;nally escalating in to the

worldwide mandate of Sunday worship which will be presented as the only way to appeal God and stop terrible things

happening around us. Expect the ;rst Beast- Papacy - to come to forefront as the only power that has a solution for all

catastrophes, and America - the second Beast of Revelation - to continue its metamorphosis from the lamb like freedom loving

country into a real tyrant that will trample under its feet every Amendment of our Constitution. Don’t you see it already

happening?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/20/2022 11:17:27 AM
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM
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jan6, there is a force for goodness, God, Universe, In;nite Intelligence. All roads eventually lead to goodness and harmony. Trust

that you are safe and protected no matter what.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/20/2022 9:31:07 PM
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makaziza.......well no jesus thing is coming,,,,,,,,no god thing or any G_d or any Allah or any other man invented or man created

illusion is ever gonna save you or anyone or any thing else ever...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/21/2022 10:43:29 AM
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jsteedleyyahoo.com
Joined On 7/21/2020 2:48:44 PM
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This article addresses the issues surrounding dishonesty in marketing and the potential liability of the marketing ;rms. Unfortunately,

it fails to even mention the fact that so-called "climate change" is nothing more than political propaganda. The ;rms sued for their

involvement in supposed 'greenwashing' are failing to use the readily available scienti;c studies that show conclusively that the only

cause of alleged "climate change" is actually the sun and the incredible electrical currents that Uow from the sun to the earth as well

as the earth's weakening magnetic ;eld that previously protected the earth from some of the sun's effects.

This site has consistently reported on the leftist anti-humanitarian depopulation threat. But apparently, it has failed to recognize that

threat uses the clearly false "climate change" propaganda as a large part of it's justi;cation for it's anti-humanitarian actions. While the

truth will 'win out' eventually it probably won't be until many have been murdered by the global depopulation agenda. So be it. There is

a "Judgement Day" coming for the human race. The outcome will no doubt eliminate the vast majority of us, as we have failed to be

honorable, honest humans, as a species. May you be blessed to see the end of corruption and injustice. Have a GREAT day, Neighbor!
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Yes, good photos of recent solar Uare activity are on this report from last week:

earthsky.org/.../sun-activity-week-of-july-11-2022

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/20/2022 5:18:35 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Jsteed, when I ;rst started reading the article I thought Dr. Mercola was going to dive more into the bogus climate change hoax,

but it was a good article. I've been on an anti-climate-change-activist rage lately and I needed to get a motivational speech from

Dr. M. today and I didn't get it. I'll just have to motivate myself. I want to make a simple experiment to show the differences

between direct-point-of-use energy and transformed energy and compare the edciencies. It'll be a fun, time consuming,

experiment. The point I will be making is that point-of-use fossil fuel based energy is the most edcient. For anyone trying to

"save the planet", edciency is the most critical thing you can do to lower your carbon footprint.

It is well known about the stove-top edciency comparison. It used to me a reference in most Thermodynamics Engineering

classes. It compared a Gas Stove to an Electric Stove. Using gas to boil water was 92% edcient. Using electricity in the form of

a heating element was 37% edcient. A lot of that loss in edciency was contributed to loss in transmission. Using natural gas as

the main source of that electricity, it has to: 1) BOIL WATER ;rst to make steam, 2) Spin a Turbine Generator, 3) Up Transform

the Voltage from the generator to mega-high voltage, 4) Transmit that high voltage electricity across miles of high tension

power lines, 5) Down Transform that high voltage to 480V-3ph at a substation, 6) Transmit that 480V-3ph across more

transmission lines, 7) Transform that 480V-3ph to 240V single phase at your house, 8) Send that low voltage through a resister

(heating element) on your stove to heat the water.

Each one of those 8 steps accounts for 5 to 10% loss in edciency, yet the Climate Activist want you to believe this is better for

the environment. When you use gas to heat that water you have only 1 step for edciency loss, hence the 8% loss (92% edcient).

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/20/2022 6:57:27 AM
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jamNjim - great post. Thank you. Provides context, insight and understanding. In Washington State - they are trying to ban

Natural Gas in new construction.  Part of my solution regarding vehicles - are walk-able neighbors. What a concept. Walk - who

would think of that.  In my hometown - Spokane, WA - the older neighborhoods were at one time walk-able. Little stores were all

over the place. Some of the buildings remain and have been repurposed. Many are long gone - do to progress. Progress - makes

me laugh.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We can't possibly have warming before the Earth goes through the next "Ice Age" which dire warnings were issued in the 1970s.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/20/2022 8:41:06 AM
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim,  sixteen years ago I became enthralled with the edciency of gas-;red hydronic heating and cooling compared to the

wastefulness of also natural gas forced air temperature control in buildings. The proponent was a building engineer who

laughed at the vaunted Green Building Gold Standard as his design leapfrogged over the top of what passed for energy

edciency excellence. Whereas the engineer didn't starve he was forever swimming against the tide. For a couple of years I tried

to advocate his method to energy conscious designers and consumers but all it gave me was rage against the PTB machine. As

you indicated, the grid is horribly wasteful. Furthermore, anyone revealing they possessed an ultimate point-of-use design that

captured electro-magnetic/magneto-electric energy in the manner of N. Tesla would be assured a visit from Globalist

henchmen.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jamnjim, great post. Tinkering and deedling eventually pays off:) I ;xed our old microwave a couple years ago. The switch was

not working. So I opened it up, and after tinkering and experimenting, I found out the spring just needed a little oil. My husband

came in and I showed him how I ;xed it. He said, "I am amazed, and frankly a little envious!" For all its negatives, You tube

shines when it comes to repair videos.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"jim", "Transmit that 480V-3ph across more transmission lines, ..." I've always been interested in 3 phase (as well as Edison's DC)

power. When single phase power is recti;ed, the DC output voltage level remains appx. the same, (with just a little line loss). But

when 3 phase power is recti;ed, (like in a 12 volt automotive alternator), the single phase AC component increases by a

constant factor of appx 35%. In other words, if you could measure the single phase component on a truck alternator where the 3

external binding posts connect the 3 phase armature to the 3 phase recti;er, you would read appx 11 volts AC between any two

of 3 binding posts. But when recti;ed, the total result increases to appx 14 VDC. In a similar vein, when 3 phase, 480 volts AC is

recti;ed, it totals over 600 +volts DC, which is used for subway and streetcar (light rail) traction motors, (...and electric chairs.

Dark sarc.)
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim - as you know, the biggest edciency losses occur with long distance electrical transmission, ridiculously inedcient.

Any idea how they plan to work around that? Would need a zillion local energy sources (currently fossil fuel powered) to reduce

massive losses. Currently unsustainable nationwide, yet these "get off fossil fuels" front people are taking this energy joke

totally serious?
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makaziza
Joined On 1/21/2021 2:30:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great observation, jamNjim. And guess what power is behind the “climate change” agenda? Papacy. Just read Pope’s Laudato

Si. This power is quietly working behind the scenes making its way to the podium. Every word of Revelation 13 will be ful;lled

down to a T.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi "rrrosie", high voltage DC (HVDC) transmission lines are built quite often when it is deemed to be cost-effective. If I had my

way, I would run the whole U.S. power grid with just TWO buried DC conductors, and not have to worry about syncing up the 60

HZ with other sources, and only be concerned with DC voltage levels and polarity. Just like the WWW, anyone could tap or feed

the system from any location just so long as the voltage levels and polarity were correct. Think of all the EMFs that could be

reduced. www.powermag.com/bene;ts-of-high-voltage-direct-current-transmission-..    ~~

www.powermag.com/bene;ts-of-high-voltage-direct-current-transmission-..    ~~~

en.wikipedia.org/.../High-voltage_direct_current
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